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Writing Research for Publication

Presented by the Department of Accounting, University of
Pretoria
The short course in Writing Research for Publication is
the first in South Africa to focus on accounting education
researchers, and it is presented by some of South Africa’s
leading accounting education researchers who have
consistently published in all the leading accounting
education journals as well as many top higher education
journals. This course offers expert writing instruction to
improve your documents persuasiveness and clarity.
An asynchronous flipped classroom approach is adopted
that includes dedicated writing time to apply learnings;
facilitated small group discussions to learn from other
delegates’ efforts; feedback during the writing process
and longitudinal coaching with written feedback.
The course includes 3 virtual sessions.

Course content
Session 1: Writing an introduction
Session 2: Writing a literature review
Session 3: Writing results and discussion.

Learning outcomes
After successfully completing this course, you will
•
•
•
•

be able to right more clearly
be able to structure your writing more effectively
have an awareness of the content of the various
components
acquire insights into effective writing practices.

Who should enrol?
This course is ideal for you if you are an accounting
academic and researcher interest in the scholarship of
teaching and learning.

Course fees
Course fees must be paid in full 14 days prior to course
start dates. Proof of payment can be submitted to
enrolments@enterprises.up.ac.za.

Admission requirements
Prospective delegates must bring an accounting
education related manuscript in-progress to work on.

Accreditation and certification
Enterprises University of Pretoria (Pty) Ltd is wholly
owned by the University of Pretoria. As a public higher
education institution, the University of Pretoria functions
in accordance to the Higher Education Act 101 of 1997.
Enterprises University of Pretoria offers short courses on
behalf of the University and these short courses are not
credit-bearing, and do not lead to formal qualifications
on the National Qualifications Framework (NQF) – unless
stated otherwise. Delegates who successfully complete
a short course and comply with the related assessment
criteria (where applicable) are awarded certificates
of successful completion and/or attendance by the
University of Pretoria.

Registration and enquiries
Client Information Centre
Tel:
+27 (0)12 434 2500
Fax:
+27 (0)12 434 2505
Email: info@enterprises.up.ac.za
Course leader
Stephen Coetzee & Astrid Schmulian
Department of Accounting
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